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Wealth Management in 
Asia  The Road to Digitisation  

Hubbis is delighted to have again successfully host our flagship Digital 
Wealth Management Forum in Singapore, which was attended by more than 
350 CEOs, senior managers, product/fund gatekeepers and business heads 
across advisory, compliance, technology and other key areas of Asia’s wealth 
management firms. 

THESE EXPERTS - FROM local and international 
private banks, universal banks, asset manag-
ers, independent financial advisory firms, 
insurance companies, single and multi-family 

Offices, and other independent wealth management 
companies - assembled to advise each other on, and 
learn from each other about, the latest developments 
in the path towards digitisation of the wealth manage-
ment offering in Asia.

At a critical time when financial institutions of all 
types are re-assessing their strategies for, engagement 
with, and implementation of all kinds of technology, 
Hubbis’ ambition to create unique thought-leadership 
forum focusing on digital for Asia’s wealth manage-
ment community was fully realised on the day.

The agenda addressed some of the challenging issues 
you face in terms of developing a profitable business 
that makes sense in today’s environment – via presen-
tations, workshops and panel discussions.

It is no exaggeration to say that many of the wealth 
management firms in Asia are struggling to find the cor-
rect formula and the appropriate financial and manage-
rial investment commitment to optimise their digital 
interface externally with their clients and internally 
with their various teams, from back-end to front-end 
and everywhere in-between. 

There are numerous challenges to creating a compel-
ling client experience, multiple hurdles to enabling in-
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ternal digital efficiencies and the eyes of the wealth 
management firms also need to be firmly focused 
on the regulators, as compliance complexities and 
demands increase almost daily. The Digital Wealth 
Forum went a long way towards identifying many of 
the challenges, as well as proposing strategies, prod-
ucts and processes to overcome them. 

All of these areas, and many more, were explored in the 
presentation, workshops and panel discussions during 
the Forum. If there was one single overriding conclusion, 
it was that the path to digitisation lies ahead, but that 
sorting out the correct routes and avoiding the dead-ends 
requires continual analysis, continuous assessment of 
options and technologies, and a determined patience. 


